ing 
seven-pass transmembrane proteins and thus could potentially function as receptors for Wg. However, due to lack of mutations in the Dfz2 gene, it is not known whether DFz2 is the receptor for Wg or even if it functions in the Wg signal transduction pathway in vivo. While the related protein, Fz, also binds to Wg in tissue culture cells (Bhanot et al., 1996) , mutations in fz have not been shown to have a phenotype similar to loss of function for wg. For instance, while a complete loss of function for wg causes segmentation and CNS defects resulting in embryonic lethality, loss of function for fz has no lethal effect and shows only adult tissue polarity defects (Adler, 1992; Gubb, 1993) .
In this study, we have examined the requirements of fz and Dfz2 during neurogenesis using mutations in fz, deficiencies for Dfz2, Dfz2, and fz transgenes that express only the extracellular domain anchored to the membrane (Bhanot et al., 1996; Cadigan et al., 1998; Zhang and Carthew, 1998), and by analyzing embryos lacking both fz and Dfz2 activities. We show that the elimination of maternal and zygotic fz gene products causes loss of NB4-2→GMC-1→RP2/sib lineage and double mutants. Thus, fz is likely to share a partial functional redundancy with Dfz2. Nonetheless, these results indicate that fz and Dfz2 function in the Wg signaling fz functions in wg signaling, loss of fz activity must affect pathway. Since the penetrance of these phenotypes is this lineage. Therefore, the specification of this lineage not complete in fz, Dfz2 double mutants to the same in fz mutant embryos was initially examined by staining extent as it is in wg null embryos, additional components these embryos with an antibody against Even-skipped that allow some level of Wg signaling must exist in vivo.
(Eve). In this lineage, Eve is first expressed in GMC-1 (see Figure 1A) . It is also expressed in the newly formed daughters of GMC-1, that is, the RP2 and the RP2-sib Results (or simply the sib). While it continues to be expressed in the RP2 neuron, Eve expression is lost from the sib Loss of fz Activity Results in the Same NB4-2→GMC-1→RP2/sib Lineage soon after its formation (see Figure 1B) . Thus, Eve staining can be used to determine the formation of GMCDefect as Loss of wg Activity Previous results show that loss of fz activity has only 1→RP2/sib cells in a given mutant embryo. As shown in Figures 1C and 1D , anti-Eve staining of wg mutant an adult tissue polarity phenotype. Thus, the individuals lacking both maternal and zygotic fz have disorganized embryos shows that the Eve-positive GMC-1→RP2/sib lineage is missing from all the hemisegments of mutant cells within the epithelia, including in the wings, legs, and eyes (Adler et al., , 1990 (Adler et al., , 1992 /fz K21 mutant embryos most likely represents a null phenotype of the fz locus. negative mechanism (see below and also Discussion). Moreover, the genetic evidence also indicates that fz
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That RP2 neurons are indeed absent in these fz mutants is also confirmed by double staining these emis a phenotypic null allele of fz (see also below).
We initially examined embryos generated from the bryos with anti-Eve and MAb 22C10. MAb 22C10 is a monoclonal antibody raised against a membrane antifz

/fz
K21 individuals with anti-Eve. As shown in Figures 1E and 1F and Table 1 , approximately 15% of the emgen (Fujita et al., 1982) . It stains the membrane of the cell body as well as the axonal projection of a fully bryos (n ϭ 88) showed a partially penetrant GMC-1→RP2/sib lineage phenotype. In these affected emdifferentiated RP2 motoneuron (see Figure 2A) . In fz mutants (embryos from fz
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/fz K21 individuals), hemisegbryos, one to three hemisegments were found to be missing the RP2/sib lineage. Embryos from the other ments that were missing an Eve-positive cell in the location of RP2 were found to be also missing a 22C10-two allelic combinations were also examined for the RP2/sib lineage defects. As shown in Table 1 , these two positive cell ( Figure 2B) . As with the anti-Eve staining, about 14% of the mutant embryos (n ϭ 117 embryos) allelic combinations also showed a partially penetrant were missing an Eve-and 22C10-positive RP2 neuron Figure 3C , in fz mutant embryos the formation of row 6 neuroblasts was affected in a partially penetrant manfrom one to two hemisegments. Thus, loss of fz activity causes not just a missing Eve-positive RP2 cell but a ner. The penetrance of the loss of row 6 neuroblasts, however, was very low ‫,%2ف(‬ n ϭ 214), and only one missing RP2 neuron itself, as in wg mutants.
We next determined whether this missing GMCto two hemisegments in an affected embryo had these row 6 neuroblast formation defects (see Discussion). In 1→RP2/sib lineage is due to the loss of identity of the parent neuroblast NB4-2 by examining the fz mutant summary, results described thus far indicate that although partially penetrant, loss of fz causes the same embryos with a NB4-2-specific marker, Huckebein (Hkb;
Chu-LaGraff et al., 1995). Hkb is a zinc-finger domain
embryonic CNS phenotypes as loss of wg and is therefore consistent with the possibility that Fz functions in protein and is expressed in NB4-2 (see Figure 2C) ; thus, it is a very good marker for NB4-2. In embryos that are Wg signaling in vivo during neurogenesis. mutant for wg, whenever a neuroblast in the location of NB4-2 (row 4, second column in a hemisegment) is Loss of Dfz2 Results in Similar CNS Phenotypes as Loss of fz formed, that cell is found to be missing the expression of this NB4-2 marker (Chu-LaGraff and Doe, 1993; data The Dfz2 gene maps to the chromosomal interval 76A1-76A2 on the Drosophila polytene chromosome (Bhanot not shown). When fz mutant embryos were examined for the expression of hkb using an enhancer-trap line in et al., 1996). There are no known point mutations in the Dfz2 gene nor deficiencies that uncover Dfz2. In order the hkb locus hkb 5953 , the NB4-2 was found to be missing the expression of this marker ( Figure 2D) . Moreover, to dissect the functional requirements of Dfz2 in vivo, embryos that are deficient for the Dfz2 gene were generconsistent with the Eve and 22C10 staining, the NB4-2 defect was found to be partially penetrant, and only one ated by crossing males carrying 3;Y transpositions that uncover the Dfz2 gene to females from a compound-3 to two hemisegments in 13% of the embryos (n ϭ 44 embryos) had the NB4-2 defect. In some of the affected chromosome (see Experimental Procedures). A portion of the embryos generated by these crosses will be carembryos, we also observed absence of a neuroblast in the location of NB4-2 (given the low penetrance, howrying the deficiency for the Dfz2 gene (Merrill et al., 1988) . When such embryos were examined for the RP2/ ever, we could not rule out the possibility of a delayed NB4-2 delamination or a misplaced NB4-2). Thus, the sib lineage defects using anti-Eve, the RP2/sib lineage was found to be missing from Dfz2-deficient embryos. RP2/sib lineage defect in fz mutant embryos appears to originate at the NB4-2 level, just as in wg mutants.
As shown in Figures 4C and 4D and Figure 3B ), we next examined whether the results therefore indicate that the loss of the chromosomal band that includes the Dfz2 gene has a partially formation of these row 6 neuroblasts is affected in embryos that lack maternal and zygotic fz activity. This was penetrant RP2/sib lineage defect. The Dfz2-deficient embryos were also examined with determined by staining these embryos with an antibody against Gooseberry (Gsb). Gsb is expressed in neuroanti-Gsb to determine whether the formation of row 6 neuroblasts is also affected in these embryos. As shown blast rows 5 and 6 and NB7-1 of row 7 ( Figure 3A ) and thus can be used to determine the formation of row 6
in Figure 3D , formation of row 6 neuroblasts is affected in a partially penetrant manner in these embryos. ever, partially penetrant in terms of the number of embryos and the number of hemisegments that are affected several other chromosomal aberrations, the partially ( Figures 3E, 4E , 4F, and 5B and Table 1 ). That the loss penetrant missing RP2/sib lineage defect was localized of Eve-positive GMC-1→RP2/sib lineage in embryos exto chromosomal bands 75F1-76A2, thus narrowing pressing the ⌬Dfz2 transgene is due to the loss of NB4-2 down the defect to a much smaller region. In summary, identity is indicated by the result that NB4-2 often did these results are consistent with the possibility that Dfz2 not express a NB4-2-specific marker, hkb
5953
, in these is required for the normal specification of NB4-2→GMC-embryos (see Figure 5D ). 1→RP2/sib lineage and row 6 neuroblast formation and Since the penetrance of the CNS phenotypes in ⌬Dfz2 that Dfz2 functions in the Wg signaling pathway during embryos is not as strong as in wg mutant embryos, it neurogenesis (see below).
is possible that the binding of ⌬DFz2 to Wg in the CNS Since the chromosomal interval 75F1-76A2 still inis weak or less efficient (see Discussion). Nonetheless, cludes several genes other than Dfz2, it is possible that ⌬DFz2 binds to Wg in vivo and sequesters Wg nonprothe RP2/sib lineage and row 6 neuroblast defects in ductively, as indicated by the dose-response between these deficiency embryos are due to the loss of genes the number of copies of the ⌬Dfz2 and the penetrance other than Dfz2. In this scenario, either Dfz2 did not of the phenotype. As shown in Table 1 , while the peneparticipate in Wg signaling during neurogenesis, or its trance of the RP2/sib lineage defect was 27% (n ϭ 55) function is completely redundant. We wished to deterwith two copies of the transgene (da-gal4 was used to mine whether or not the RP2/sib lineage defect in Dfz2 induce the ⌬Dfz2 transgene), the penetrance with a sindeficiencies is due to the loss of Dfz2 gene (or at the gle copy was 14% (n ϭ 73).
minimum, contributed to by it). A wild-type Dfz2 gene Previous studies indicate that Wg is required for the was introduced into Dfz2 deficiency background by specification of NB4-2 in the neuroectoderm itself prior crossing the Dfz2 deficiency to a transgenic line carrying to the formation of NB4-2 (Chu-LaGraff and Doe, 1993; a Dfz2 transgene under the yeast upstream activator Bhat, 1996; Bhat and Schedl, 1997). If the RP2/sib linsequence (UAS-Dfz2). A gal4 gene under the control of
eage defect in ⌬Dfz2-transgenic embryos is the result armadillo promoter (arm-gal4) was also introduced into of a nonproductive interaction between ⌬DFz2 and Wg the Dfz2 deficiency in order to activate the UAS-Dfz2 proteins, this must happen in the neuroectoderm also.
transgene (see Experimental Procedures). Whether or
Indeed, induction of ⌬Dfz2 at different time points (using not the expression of UAS-Dfz2 from the maternal Gal4 a transgenic line that carries the gal4 gene under the rescues the RP2/sib lineage defect in Dfz2 deficiency heat-inducible heat shock promoter HS-gal4) during emwas determined by anti-Eve staining. As shown in Table  bryonic development (see Experimental Procedures) in-1, a partial rescue of the RP2/sib lineage phenotype was dicates that the temperature-sensitive periods for the observed in Dfz2-deficient embryos carrying the UAS⌬Dfz2 and the wg IL114 (the temperature-sensitive allele Dfz2 transgene. Thus, while the RP2/sib lineage defect of wg) were very similar. The highest penetrance of the was ‫%05ف‬ in Dfz2 deficiency embryos (with two to three RP2/sib lineage defect in ⌬Dfz2 embryos ‫,%04ف(‬ n ϭ hemisegments affected in each embryo), the penetrance 40) was observed during the time when loss of wg also was reduced to ‫,%02ف‬ indicating that the rescue is as had the fully penetrant effect, that is, in midstage 8 much as ‫.%06ف‬ Therefore, these results indicate that ‫52.4ف(‬ hr of development; see also Chu-LaGraff and the loss of Dfz2 gene, at the minimum, contributes to the RP2/sib lineage defect in Dfz2 deficiencies and that Doe, 1993; Bhat, 1996). trance of the NB4-2→GMC-1→RP2/sib lineage defect in Dfz2-deficient embryos is greater than in fz mutant embryos (see Table 1 ) and indicates that Dfz2 has a ⌬Dfz2 Genetically Interacts with wg in the CNS To obtain additional evidence that ⌬DFz2 binds to Wg greater role in Wg signaling than fz in this lineage. This result also suggests that the ⌬Fz protein might not diin vivo and that this binding is responsible for generating the CNS phenotypes, we determined whether the effects rectly bind to Wg in the CNS (see Discussion). of ⌬Dfz2 can be modified by altering the copy numbers of the wild-type wg gene. The effects of either one copy
The Partial Penetrance of the CNS Phenotypes in Dfz2-Deficient Embryos Is Significantly or two copies of the ⌬Dfz2 on the specification of the RP2/sib lineage in wg heterozygous background (wg/ϩ) Enhanced by the Elimination of Maternal and Zygotic fz was examined. As shown in Table 1 , the penetrance of the RP2/sib lineage phenotype with one copy of the Results described thus far indicate that the loss of function for either of the two Frizzled proteins results in ⌬Dfz2 or two copies of the ⌬Dfz2 embryos was enhanced by lowering the wild-type copy number of wg partially penetrant CNS phenotypes that are similar to CNS phenotypes in partial loss of function for wg. It is to one. Not only were the number of embryos affected enhanced, but often embryos with more numbers of possible that fz and Dfz2 genes partially complement one another during neurogenesis. If this is the case, loss hemisegments missing the RP2/sib lineage can be observed ( Figure 6B) . These results show that reduction of both fz and Dfz2 is expected to give fully penetrant CNS phenotypes that are similar to complete loss of in the gene dosage of the wild-type wg has an enhancing effect on the CNS phenotypes generated by the expreswg. To determine this, embryos lacking both fz (maternal and zygotic) and Dfz2 were examined for the RP2/sib sion of ⌬Dfz2.
lineage defect by anti-Eve staining (see Experimental Procedures). As shown in Figure 6C and Table 1 , Dfz2 embryos than in fz 1 , Dfz2 embryos. Thus, fz 1 is likely to be closer to a with the conclusion that fz 1 is a strong loss-of-function mutation and fz R52 is a phenotypic null. In summary, null allele, a conclusion also reached based on the analysis of tissue polarity defects (see Adler et al., 1987 Adler et al., , 1990 ). these results argue that the two Frizzled proteins play a partially redundant role during the specification of this Whether the fz R52 allele is a phenotypic null requires some examination in view of the result that the point lineage. Moreover, an important finding of this study is that a full penetrance of the CNS phenotypes was not mutation in this allele generates a truncated Fz protein that lacks the last transmembrane protein and the intraobserved in embryos lacking both the frizzled genes (see Discussion While there are no known point mutations or stable defieliminating both fz and Dfz2. These results therefore ciencies that can be analyzed to determine the lossprovide evidence that the two proteins function in the of-function effects of Dfz2, we have circumvented this Wg signaling in the CNS and that they might partially problem by examining synthetic deficiencies that elimicomplement one another during neurogenesis.
nate the Dfz2 gene, a strategy also independently adopted by Wieschaus and coworkers (Muller et al., 1999) . These experiments show that the loss of Dfz2 An Embryonic Requirement for fz in the CNS We had previously observed that loss of NB4-2→GMC-results in the same partially penetrant CNS defects as loss of fz. Since the null phenotypes of Dfz2 were deter-1→RP2/sib lineage (and/or row 6 neuroblasts) in one to two hemisegments in the ventral nerve cord of the mined using a synthetic deficiency that removes not only Dfz2 but also a small number of other genes, one Drosophila embryo does not necessarily cause lethality (Bhat et al., 1995 ; our unpublished results). Therefore, can argue that these defects might not be due to the loss of Dfz2 but due to either the elimination of genes given that there is more than one frizzled gene in Drosophila, we reasoned that loss of fz activity alone might other than Dfz2 or in addition to Dfz2. While the segment polarity gene naked (nkd) resides close to Dfz2 and is have a very small effect that might show up as a partially penetrant phenotype. Indeed, results described here ininvolved in defining the anterior border of wg expression (Bejsovec and Wieschaus, 1993) , loss of nkd activity dicate that while the loss of zygotic fz has no CNS defects, loss of both maternal and zygotic fz causes a does not cause loss of RP2/sib lineage (our unpublished results). The ability of ⌬DFz2 to bind to Wg in vivo, the partially penetrant NB4-2 and row 6 neuroblast formation defects in the CNS. We found that the penetrance similarity in CNS phenotypes in fz and Dfz2 embryos to phenotypes in wg mutants, and the enhancement of of the phenotype was dependent on the strength of the allelic combination. For example, embryos from the fz the penetrance of these phenotypes in Dfz2, fz double mutants strongly argue that the CNS defects observed null allele fz K21 in combination with fz
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, a phenotypic null (see Results and also below), had a higher penetrance of in the Dfz2-deficient embryos are due to loss of Dfz2. of the components is missing from this complex, the These results are also consistent with the observation strength of the phenotype will depend on the extent of that during epidermal patterning, while the intracellular its contribution to the signal-transducing complex. localization of Arm is not significantly affected in emOne might also envision a scenario where the role of bryos missing Dfz2, it is nearly lost in embryos missing the two Frizzled proteins is restricted to delivering Wg both the activities (Muller et al., 1999 
